Installation

Clean glass thoroughly.

If the chrome trim for your application attaches with clips that mount to the pinch weld underneath the rubber seal please install the clips now.

Install the gasket on the vehicle body making sure the corners are aligned properly.

Slide the glass into the gasket across the bottom and into the glass groove.

Spray the gasket a soapy water solution to help ease the installation.

Using a windshield stick work the gasket over the edge of the glass across the bottom first then up the sides and across the top. Patting the glass gently with a flat palm as you go. Be patient in the corners they can be tricky.

Once the glass is in place lock the channel by tucking in the self locking strip into itself all around the gasket.

Complete the installation by inserting the edge of the rigid molding into the clip until it snaps into place.

Note: Windshield installations after 1978 should be sealed with a urethane adhesive. Follow the urethane adhesives manufacturer’s installation procedures.